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The Schaum Note Speller has the unqualified testimonial of thousands of teachers who
pronounce it 'The Best.' Musical facts, beginning with line and space numbers are taught.
Students learn by doing, since this book is in workbook form. This saves valuable lesson time,
and immediately shows any mistakes in the beginner's thinking.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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John W. Schaum Piano Course: A -- The Red Book Teaching Little Fingers to Play: A Book for
the Earliest Beginner (John Thompsons Modern Course for The Piano) John Thompson's
Modern Course for the Piano: First Grade Book



Becky C, “Extremely great teaching tool for new musicians. As a teacher, I have recommended
this for all of my students, especially when I notice a delay in memorizing notes for my newer
students. I've bought this numerous times. It's a great way to reinforce what students learn in
their lesson/solo books. This is not as "fun" as Alfred's notespeller books as those books contain
more coloring and matching exercises tiered to younger students. But this is a great note speller
for older students and gets right to the point.”

Song Of Joy, “This has helped me to recognize the notes.. I've kind of played by ear all my life
because I didn't know how to read notes. This has helped me tremendously to recognize them
better.”

Ruthie Cosio, “Very satisfied.. Very satisfied with this purchase. Thank you.”

C Y, “Good exercises. Recommended by piano teacher for my child.  Good exercises.”

S. Avery, “Great gift. Was a gift- she loves it!”

ENYA, “Good book. very nice for kids learning their notes. I also bougt the hal leonard note
speller books and this one gives you more bang for your buck. This book is filled with exercises
from top to bottom of the page so it has more repetition. THe hal leonard is filled with more
character drawings with little amount of exercises. Kids might find the hal leonard more
animated, but definitely this is better buy for actually learning and writing your notes. My kids are
6 and 7 and are being taught the hal leonard music book 2 right now, so I decided to buy the hal
leonard notespeller book. I didn't think they were bad, but my kids finished them within a couple
of days and I wanted a more "complex" book. I play the piano as well and I have to say that for
learning this is MUCH BETTER buy!”

Hope, “Schaum Note Speller Book One" has proven to be the perfect resource and skills
practice book for students who have .... I have been teaching piano lessons for over thirty years.
The "John W. Schaum Note Speller Book One" has proven to be the perfect resource and skills
practice book for students who have difficulty learning notes; for students who have played
instruments focusing on only one clef and not both Treble and Bass Clef, and especially for
students who shirked learning note reading due to playing by ear or because of other listening/
hand postion methods which avoid true reading skills. There are varied drills which can be used
in so many creative ways.”

NR2, “A Reliable Helper For Learning Music Notation.. An educator's joy in terms of teaching
notation names to forgetful musicians and beginner musicians who are starting out by learning



to read notation. Some of the pages have cartoons on them, but even to adults, they seem to
enjoy using this book. More importantly, despite being a U.S publication, not many rules have to
be scored out to conform to English/UK notation learning; for example some of the pages dictate
"quarter notes," which are not used generally in UK English when teaching students about these
particular notes.Still, for the cost price there are plenty of great puzzles involving both treble and
bass clef learning. I have been able to adapt some of the pages I use for homework in schools -
and they always seem to be embraced happily by students just to remind them of notes they
need to remember. An educator's joy in terms of teaching notation names to forgetful musicians
and beginner musicians who are starting out by learning to read notation. Most of the pages
have cartoons on them, but even to adults, they seem to enjoy using this book. More importantly,
despite being a U.S publication, not many rules have to be scored out to conform to English/UK
notation learning; for example some of the pages dictate "quarter notes," which are not used
generally in UK English when teaching students about these particular notes.Still, for the cost
price there are plenty of great puzzles involving both treble and bass clef learning. I have been
able to adapt some of the pages I use for homework in schools - and they always seem to be
embraced happily by students just to remind them of notes they need to remember.I also bought
this edition as a Kindle copy and it loses one star here compared to the far better practical
physical printed book.With it being a Kindle edition e-copy, there are limitations in terms of
usage. Without the use of a more modern Kindle, I found it impossible to open on the older
Kindle models and even put through a Microsoft Office app on my PC, it was still impossible to
print out. Hence 4 starts out of 5 here - whilst it is good that the Note Speller is available as a
Kindle e-copy, it really requires to be printed out for individual students to undertake the work.
Otherwise it may well just turn into a Power point/screen style classroom lesson for a whole
class. So, 5 stars for the actual book, 4 stars for the Kindle edition. Thanks for reading. (c)NR2
2014.”

Rachel Simms, “A fantastic start. I have used quite a few different theory books and this is the
best for reinforcing note recognition.It uses treble and bass, starting with identifying if notes are
line or space notes, then numbering the lines then spaces. The book can be used from the very
first lessons for all age groups. If a student is struggling to read having come from another tutor
or is self taught this book helps improve confidence in this area.Done at a line a week from start
the little an often habit can be established easily.”

 , “Basic music theory but.... Very good! Note names, note values and time signatures using the
bass and treble clefs. American terms but it is easy to teach both to children. The US note values
make more sense anyhow!I have this book for an adult and child as not childish in any way”

Angelica de Castro, “Note Speller. Great book recommendable”



Ruth Wainwright, “Exactly as expected. This is exactly what I expected. A classic notespeller.
Just what my student needed to reinforce concepts associated with note reading.”

The book by John W. Schaum has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,005 people have provided feedback.
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